Security Council
UN Headquarters, N.Y., 15 August 1968
Middle East.
UN 16mm orig. comp. Ektachrome EF7242 268' & ¼' Tapes Nos. Lt-499, 500

1439th Meeting - Situation in the Middle East.

Roll 1 - Tape No. Lt-499
1 Informal silent shots before opening of meeting: group of delegates in conversation (including Yakov Malik from USSR, George Ball (USA) writing at council table. Observers' seats, delegates in conversation

2 ls President (npl.) J. A. de Araujo Castro (Brazil, npl.) opening meeting
mcu 107 13

3 cu Lij Endalkachew Makomen (Ethiopia, npl.) speaking

Roll 2 - Tape No. LT-500
4 (leader) 157 10
5 cu ms Yosef Tekoah (Israel, npl.) speaking 219 62
Delegates listening: unidentified delegate wearing bright red jacket; George Ball (USA); Tewfik Bouattoura (Algeria)

Muhammad H. El-Farra (Jordan, npl.) speaking (rear shot)

Sound: S/PV 1439